Colorado Air National Guard

Active Guard Reserve (AGR)
Position Announcement #
COANG 22-361
https://co.ng.mil/Jobs/Air-AGR/
POSITION TITLE:

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)

DAFSC:

OPEN DATE:

CLOSE DATE:

3E871

28 April 2022

13 June 2022

UNIT OF ACTIVITY/DUTY LOCATION:
140th Civil Engineer Sq
Buckley SFB, CO
SELECTING OFFICIAL:
CMSgt Christopher Davis
DSN: 847-6375; Comm: 720-847-6375

GRADE REQUIREMENT:
Minimum: E6
(Must be promotion eligible by 13 June 22)
Maximum: E7

(HRO Use Only) QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
010030191C
Must hold minimum of 3E871 to apply
Available: 20220601
AREAS OF CONSIDERATION

Category A: Current members of the Colorado Air National Guard
Category B: Fully qualified nationwide applicants (all members eligible to transfer to the COANG)
*Must hold a minimum of 3E871 to apply*
*All applicants MUST meet the grade requirement and physical/medical requirements outlined*
All applicants should be aware that the Colorado National Guard does not permit smoking in the work place. Smoking is permitted only in
designated areas during scheduled breaks. Acceptance of an AGR position will cause termination from Selected Reserve Incentive Programs.

Position Requirements:
1. PCS funding is available.
2. Position is located at Buckley SFB, Aurora, CO.
3. Must be TIG/TIS eligible for promotion to E-7 by 13 June 2022.
4. Must have current T5 Security Clearance.
Duties and Responsibilities:
1. Refer to Air Force Enlisted Classification Directory (AFECD) for specific duties associated with this AFSC.
2. Plans, organizes, and directs EOD operations. Develops operational orders/plans, instructions, concepts of operation, and
safety plans (ORM Assessments) concerning EOD employment. Translates commander’s objectives/mission taskings into
effective employment of EOD capability. Uses advanced technological and manual methods to perform long range/close-in
reconnaissance, identification, assessment of ordnance/hazardous device conditions and filler materials, then advises
commanders on recommended EOD actions and safe withdrawal distances. Prepares personnel and equipment for military
operations.
3. Supports U.S. and foreign aerospace systems/vehicles and conventional munitions operations; sortie generation and space
launch operations by responding to airfield/launch complex explosive related ground/in-flight emergencies or crash
situations; and research and development testing of weapons, aircraft, and space systems.
4. Executes counter-IED (CIED) operations. Eliminates or mitigates explosive hazards and terrorist/criminal devices, to
include missions outside the base boundary or Base Security Zone to enable freedom of maneuver for air or surface
operations. Performs IED defeat actions to include (but not limited to) the following: recover/destroy weapon caches;
perform immediate actions to defeat emplaced IEDs; conduct post-blast analysis of IED events; provides military
authorities with technical intelligence, analysis and exploitation; and provide key insights to enable development of CIED
tactics, techniques and procedures to mitigate IED effectiveness.
5. Executes counter-WMD operations. Peacetime EOD force WMD response efforts are limited in scope to provide initial
threat confirmation, risk mitigation, situational awareness and site stabilization; however EOD forces may also provide
additional technical support as required. During contingencies, EOD forces provide full-spectrum response capability to
incidents involving CBRN, incendiary and explosive devices.
6. Conducts Nuclear Weapon Response. Provides immediate initial support to nuclear weapon accidents or incidents in order
to evaluate nuclear weapon/delivery status, mitigate risk, provide site stabilization, and situational awareness. Custodial
units certified on specific weapon systems and aerospace platforms form the core of weapons recovery teams and must
respond in conjunction with the Tactical Response Force to explosively overcome obstacles, conduct passive diagnostics
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and provide technical assessments through secure communications with National Render Safe assets while supporting the
National Military Command Center and Response Task Force (RTF) incident/accident or recapture/recovery efforts.
Performs unexploded explosive ordnance (UXO) recovery operations. Provides emergency response (on or off installation)
to neutralize hazards posed by EO related incidents presenting a threat to operations, installations, personnel or materiel,
including but not limited to, excavation and renders safe, evaluation of individual ordnance items, exploitation for technical
intelligence value, support of developmental and operational ordnance/weapons system testing, and large-scale recovery of
airbases, forward operating locations, landing zones, and drop zones denied by ordnance operations. Maintains capability
to identify, stabilize and contain chemical/biological ordnance and provide disposition support to follow-on organizations.
Transports demolition explosives and equipment to authorized disposal areas, fabricates explosive demolition charges, and
disposes of hazardous devices, ordnance and explosives.
Engaged in explosive range activities and operational range clearances. Establishes, operates, and maintains EOD
explosive proficiency, training and disposal ranges. Evaluates extent of explosive contamination on AF property, and on
bombing and gunnery, research and development, and munitions test ranges. Prepares clearance/logistical plans and cost
estimates for operational range clearance operations. Performs surface-removal, or disposal, of unexploded ordnance,
classified ordnance, inert ordnance debris, training projectile debris, and any other range material fired on, or upon a
military range from the targets and surrounding areas.
Combat enabler for Irregular Warfare. Provide EOD support for General Purpose and Special Operations Forces in the
execution of various IW missions to include security force assistance, counterinsurgency (COIN), stability operations, and
building partnership capacity. Supports specialized Joint Service task force operations.
Understands war fighter tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). Integrates EO, IED, and WMD threat information into
the decision-making process at all levels to mitigate and exploit the enemy’s TTPs to maximize combat power. Performs
tactical mission planning and preparation. Participates in Military Decision Making Process. Briefs joint force commanders
and staff on EO threats affecting operations.
Supports Defense Support to Civil Authorities activities. Provides emergency or lifesaving EOD operational capability to
the Federal, state, and local civil authorities requesting support to mitigate or eliminate hazards associated with explosives
(IEDs, military munitions, etc.). Provides hazardous materials (HAZMAT) response capability for incidents involving
explosive ordnance.
Conducts Very Important Person/special protective activities. Supports U.S. Secret Service (USSS), Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of State (DoS) by providing counter explosive search teams in support of
National Security Special Events, White House Complex and the protection of the President, Vice President, and other
dignitaries.
Performs other duties as assigned.

INSTRUCTIONS/INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS
Applicants must not be entitled to
Federal military retired or retainer
Federal civil service annuities and
eligible for immediate Federal civil
annuities.

receive
pay or
not be
service

Individuals who have been separated from other
military services for cause, unsuitability, or fitness for
military service are not eligible to enter the AGR
program.

IAW ANGI 36-101 “Initial tours may not exceed
6 years…” AGR tours may not extend beyond
an Enlisted member’s ETS or an Officer’s MSD.

In order to properly manage the promotion
opportunities and proper career management
in the AGR program, Colorado HRO force
management policy considers an applicant’s
total active federal military service (TAFMS)
as a factor in hiring. The organizational
standard is >8 years for entry as an E7 or O4,
>12 years for entry as an E8 or O5, and >16
years for entry as an E9 or O6. This is a
baseline standard that may be waived on a
case-by-case basis provided the waiver is in the
best interest of the organization. If applicable,
the selecting supervisor will seek a waiver on
the applicant’s behalf; applicants have no
responsibility to seek a waiver to this policy.

Individuals selected for AGR tours must meet the
Preventative Health Assessment (PHA)/physical
qualifications outlined in AFI 48-123, Medical
Examination and Standards. They must also be current
in all Individual Medical Readiness (IMR)
requirements to include immunizations. RCPHA/PHA
and dental must be conducted not more than 12 months
prior to entry on AGR duty and an HIV test must be
completed not more than six months prior to the start
date of the AGR tour. Individuals transferring from
Title 10 (Regular Air Force or Reserve Component
Title 10 Statutory Tour) are not required to have a new
physical unless the previous physical is over 12 months
old at time of entry into AGR status.

An applicant’s military grade cannot exceed the
maximum military authorized grade on the
UMD for the AGR position. Enlisted Airmen
who are voluntarily assigned to a position which
would cause an over-grade must indicate in
writing a willingness to be administratively
reduced in grade in accordance with AFI 362502, Enlisted Airman Promotion/Demotion
Programs, when assigned to the position.
Acceptance of demotion must be in writing and
included in the assignment application package.

ANGI 36-101 “applicant must be able to
complete 20 years of active federal service
prior to MSD for officers and age 60 for
enlisted members. Exceptions may be
considered….”

This vacancy announcement may be used to create an
order of merit list (OML) from which additional like
vacancies may be filled without further competition.
Applicants may remain on this OML for up to 90
days.

Any further questions regarding the AGR
program may be answered in ANGI 36-101.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES




Complete applications must be received no later than 2359 Mountain Time on the close date.
Applicants without email access may make special arrangements to deliver applications by contacting the Air AGR Office via one
of the methods below.
Applicants may include copies of training certificates or any additional documentation they feel is applicable to the position for
which they are applying.
UNSIGNED OR INCOMPLETE PACKAGES WILL BE DISQUALIFIED

Required Documents:
1. NGB Form 34-1, version 20131111 https://co.ng.mil/jobs
2. Military Resume (Cover letter optional)
3. Current (within 30 days) Records Review RIP (available on vMPF via AF Portal)
4. Current and passing Report of Individual Fitness from MyFSS (Must be current as of close out date)
5. Applicants who are NOT a member of the COANG must submit: Job Application Prescreen Packet (located under Forms tab on
CONG jobs website: https://co.ng.mil/jobs
Attach all files as original pdf documents (not scanned) individually or in a single pdf portfolio.
Job Application Prescreen Packet may be scanned if necessary.
Email applications to: 140.wg.hro.agr.office.org@us.af.mil
Applicants will receive confirmation of receipt and qualification status once the application is processed. If you do not receive
confirmation within three business days, please contact 140.wg.hro.agr.office.org@us.af.mil or 720-847-2303

REMARKS
Federal law prohibits the use of government postage for submission of applications.
The Colorado National Guard is an equal opportunity employer.
All applicants will be protected under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Eligible applicants will be considered without regard to race, age, religion, marital
status, national origin, political affiliation or any other non-merit factor. Due to restrictions in assignment to certain units and AFSC/MOS some positions may have
gender restrictions.
Potential for promotion in the position is contingent upon assignment to the appropriate UMD grade, compliance with ANGI 36-101 grade compatibility
requirements and, if applicable, the availability of an AGR control grade. Selection for the position at a higher grade does not automatically constitute the
immediate availability of an AGR control grade required for promotion to the higher grade.

